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I wanted to write something to clear up the fog in regards to feminism and what
this ideology means, is about, and what is it's relationship with Satanism.
The disinformation is so far that some Feminists even use the idols of the
Goddesses in a subversive fashion to promote jewish fads, and that is
unacceptable, and extremely dishonest. But in their case, since they are so in
rabid to promote lies and confusion, the truth is the least of their concerns.
These lies go all the way from promoting their strange ideology on the back of the
Ancient Gods, and all against verifiable simple truths based on complete forgeries.
Typical lies include the rejection of the fact that...Well essentially most gender
related problems arose through Abrahamic and enemy subversion, all while the
enemy never got the blame for any of this.
Given what I observe as a momentum with the enemy's plan unfolding to break
down the relation of the genders, I can't sit idle and take a camp over what is the
division, the dissection, and the destruction of our very species. The convenience
of not talking and or taking the position of your gender, and therefore thinking
you are always right, is not a good route of action, plus, given both worlds of the
"Manosphere" and the "Feminist" sphere are essentially just jewish sides to the
same corrosive coin, it's better to toss this out and start anew by going into the
facts.
In the Pre-Christian world, the position of women was nowhere close to what
Feminism pretends it seeks to fix. Women were not undervalued, there were
indeed Female goddesses, the culture was as focused on feminity as it was
focused on masculinity, and women had an appearance in society in any place
they saw fit in most cases.
Scientists, philosophers, leaders of fields, and so forth, existed in the Ancient
world as far as women go, and some of the most elevated concepts of the
manifestation of feminine prestige and power are still from the Ancient World, ie,
a Princess or a Queen. Contrary to popular belief, Queens and so forth, had an

active aspect in acting and carrying out social and public policy, and they weren't
just overly decorative beautiful objects that just sit there and hardly exist, as
being a Queen or Princess is put forth of as a lie of "having been" in the past. It
was a role of responsibility with massive duties, executive and otherwise. The
beauty part and accommodations were only a bonus.
Many women grow up idolizing over this, and they don't idolize to become a
masculine woman that is head of a board of directors, primarily because this isn't
enticing to inner feminine power and exaction of energy. Few women can do this
or idolize this, and this can also come down to the natal chart, and other
specifications. These things exist, but they are not the majority. Not every woman
can become a weight lifting champion, nor can many women have the athletic
level of an MMA fighter.
However, these types of women, do exist, are among us, and they are perfectly
women like anyone else. The disassociation of these type of women from general
womanhood is erroneous. These types of women are just women with more Sun
or Solar qualities, and it doesn't mean exactly that a woman who is an athlete
won't be a loving and hot girlfriend, or in anyway less of a woman than any other
woman. In many female companies, these women may take the upper hand to
guide and lead the rest, as a matron, and in households, women of such type can
be matriarchal types.
The above was common knowledge in the Ancient world as this can be observed
into astrology. There wasn't really "discrimination" of women in Ancient
Priesthood, science, or anywhere else. On the aspect however of free choice of
the gender, many women, as they choose to do today, stayed away from scientific
or other fields, and would rather go on pleasantly feminine things.
In the Ancient Pagan world also, the idea of motherhood, both as an idea of
pleasure, expansion of the feminine power, and active showing of the power of
beauty, generative principle, and existing as a woman that has the power to give
life, was highly celebrated. Nowadays, in many cases, this is even looked upon as
with hostility, or as an undesirable state.
At all times, there were women who could not engage into this, and women who

wouldn't want to, and that is fine, but at no point we had what we have today in
the Jewish mentally controlled civilization, where motherhood and fatherhood
are criminalized, treated with contempt, and young women idolize to become
everything else but mothers, to create and look after their own species, family,
and tend to their own ends. Having a family with you at the center is going to be
beneficial to you, not the contrary.
Children are like your own blood you know, you have created the most
"personalized" creation you could create, that will live onto the generations.
Many people are after this with good reason, and that is totally natural and good.
Any woman who calls herself Pagan needs to start understanding that the Pagan
ideal has no need of "Feminism" as a topping. Feminism is just a reactionary
modern movement by Jews, created to mostly react within the modern condition
and the cases of imbalance that were created by Jewish society.
The jews, in order to justify the crime they have done towards women in Gentile
societies, and the complete death of feminine divinity, and therefore guidance,
have tried to compensate in three ways to hide their crime:
1. Blame White men of this situation, of which, White men have nothing really to
do with, and even if so, the issue would be 1 to 1000 compared to many other
people and tribes, and 1 to a billion responsibility compared to Jews, who
formulated these ideals. Jews are on a rabid mode that these ideologies did not
properly stick to in Europe, and on why women weren't sufficiently turned into
cattle as the Talmud dictates. White people such as Pythagoras had a female class
of Philosophers, and White men such as those of the Renascence tried to restore
the rights of women once again, in contrast to the beliefs of the Jewish order that
believed that women were inferior swine. The admitting to that fact is that these
norms between men and women are still present in the Levant and Middle East,
where the position of women is easily observable.
Also, many other plagues have hit the Pagan Gentiles, and issues that deal with
the relationship of households and genders is only one aspect of a giant cake.
2. Try to derail the true questions of fixing the damage that Jewish ideals about

gender relations have caused in Gentile Societies. In other words, jews have
perverted the very ideals of being a woman. Jewish culture never really had
anything feminine in it, or anything valuable to women. All women are for in
Jewish culture, and were, until they came in some sort of thieving contact with
Gentiles, was that their women were pigs and nothing else to them. Because of
this way of behavior of the Jewish species towards it's own Jewish species, it's
women are bitter, psychotic, filled with hatred, and mentally unsane and lack
health. Even putting on makeup was considered a prostitution and evil thing in
Abrahamism.
They have modeled after the idea of jewish psychotic women, a new model of
((("woman"))), which includes indecency, acting like an animal, and being inferior,
as some sort of high and new social goal. They project this and make this largely a
social issue for GENTILE women, and then the women who are of real value, are
dragged down by all sorts of retards that cause imbalances and regress the ideal
of noblety between the Genders.
The results? Women who have gained rights and respect in the West because of
deserving qualities, and the restoration of balance, slowly goes down the drain,
because women are instructed to act like psychotic jews on a constant state of
revolt. This makes people, and even many women, feel detest over a new
imbalance, where women are at a perpetual war with men.
Gentiles have done nothing to deserve this chaos, and our cultures were balanced
and good cultures. Jews on the other hand have to pay the price for their own
mistakes and crimes against everyone.
3. Being a "woman" is supposedly a hot topic but it means nothing anymore. If
you pay attention, being a "woman" today just means nothing and has no
content, in that there is no higher aspiration to reach as a woman other than
some strange over-representation of one's curves or lack thereof. As admirable
and enticing this is, that does not leave women inherently fullfilled, and there is a
void that cannot be bridged in the heart of women. Women also don't feel
satisfied by becoming "MORE LIKE MEN", as being like a man really isn't all that
much a big deal of a goal for women.

Even motherhood, which is a normal and natural route to get in contact with the
power giving feminine energy, is just removed, and all women are left with, is
some sort of grey hybrid identity, where there is no gender, no feminine force, no
mystique, nothing special. This feeling of void reacts upon itself with more of
these obscure reactions that we see today, as women further becoming more
lost. Women have become just one more consumer along the line of any other
consumer, with the difference that they are to consume more makeup.
4. Due to how empty the identity of modern femininity has become, women have
been forced to define who they are, not on spiritual emotions, feelings, and
coming in contact with their deep beauty, femininity, and inner powers, but
rather frivolous externalities such as how many one night stands they had.
Women actually fall into the trap of reinforcing the jewish stereotype that women
are stupid, because of taking down the jewish slide that has told them that being
stupid is exactly what a woman should be doing to "protect womens rights".
But this leads exactly to suspicion of women, weakening of the feminine spirit,
and disempowerement of women, by making women regular and stupid both in
the eyes of men and in the eyes of one another. Women lose a very particular
thing they have to earn in society with this behavior, which is respect. Women
who are very decent and hard working, and give a lot, also are under the danger
of potential mistreatment over being "women", because some women behave in
indecent manner, or because they listen to jews.
Instead of women trying to get in touch with their inner power of femininity, and
to ascend into the ladder of enlightenment based on being a female, women are
told that the way towards Liberation is not to become more like a Goddess but
rather to make sure you end up in the lowest of the lowest slide, and race to the
bottom with other women, because that's what makes you "Free".
Becoming more like Athena or some other idolized Goddess is what makes you
free, and to be noble and really strong, not simulate strength and taking the
downwards route with the cesspool of humanity. That is, if we are to define it, a
worst and lowest form of subterranean enslavement. Astarte is another great
example to follow, or Lilith.

It's better to spend time reading about the life of interesting and important
woman to look after, such as Channel, Eva Braun, Marie Curie, Tesla's mother,
Gina Reinhart, Hitler's mother, or some other idol that you consider important
based on what makes you emote better.
For this procedure it's a good idea to stay away from corrosive or nonsensical
examples that have nothing to offer you in anyway. Random extremely self
entitled sluts and dumb cosmopolitan advertisement tier women are not
examples to get a deep existential value out from. Nor a jewish corresponded
from a dumb magazine like Vox or Vice. These are very stupid people first of all,
and second off, these women are at a terrible loss of touch with their own
capacity. Writing about parties all day long isn't really insightful female
conversation, it's mostly garbage. As such they are powerless.
When I first saw a Goddess I understood better what this means, and it's not only
about makeup and looking beautiful, but a contact with one's inner energy and
not feeling the need to be a "man" or compete in a "man's world", let alone to
leave a hairy armpit as a form of a protest against men, because that's what one
was told at a university.
Due to the nature of the feminine force, and it's character, it tends to easily
overpower the masculine energy, and it tends to always be more desirable in
many situation than the masculine force. This is why a lot of mothers just take
care better of their children than their dad, and there is no mystery here.
For one, a woman is good to be at ease with the fact she is a woman, and
embracing this, gives empowerment. I don't mean "fat embrace your curves" type
of stuff. I mean to actually sit down and meditate in how you feel in yourself as a
woman.
The "Patriarchical" order as defined by Jews, for anyone who has ever engaged in
the poison of Feminism, begins with the "Patriarchical Order of Abraham" and the
ideals arrayed into the Bible, one of which is the abuse and toxic behavior
towards women. The Feminist movement came primarily from fat jewish and
stupid women, who were fed up too much after being beaten by their insane
Rabbinical parents, who enforced them to be on a lockdown and never be able to

do anything. The treatment of women just because they were born women in
Judaism is just paranoid, and the same paranoia has infested other civilizations
which used to be Pagan, such as places in the Middle East.
To give an example, women who have their period, are called frequently by jews
as animals, or as unclean, as if they were a scourge. This ideal has passed down
for centuries and many people, and even women, were guilt tripped into this.
Many modern women are psychotic and for all intents and purposes, let them
continue their crazy revolution against their own reptilian species, as it's all a
dumb situation.
But this doesn't concern us at all. Their problems are not our own, nor the
problems of their women are the problems of ours. They tried to make it seem
that way so that better women and Gentile women would ever have fallen to
their level.
On the contrary, in Pagan religions, the time of the period was a spiritual time of
the woman's cycle, and the menstrual blood was considered a token of power,
fertility, celebration, and just totally natural. The first period of a woman was a
celebration and not as in the Abrahamic mindset, an "Unclean situation"
deserving "quarantine" or isolation of a woman.
If you look, even there, the natural flows of accepting the female and giving her
the rightfully deserved position, were actually espoused by society. Iran and Iraq,
before the fallout of the wars, were progressing towards positive treatment and
giving rights to women, rather than have them walking around covered like
camels. So women started to pick up from this, and before too long, the social
devastation returned women back on square -10.
Given the enemy could not properly Islamize and destroy Women in the West,
they decided the method towards decay was a method known as "Stretching the
rope too far". This method involves giving more rights than equal rights and a
sense of powerful immunity, all while teaching a specific social order one wants
gone [women's freedoms in this case] to exploit and abuse any rights they are
given until these result in a form of restrain or social collapse.

To mention an example of this stupid manifestation, women can do paradoxical
things such as using their "Freedom" to create the conditions where destruction
of their freedom and that of everyone else will result, such as for openly
espousing for ideologies such as Islam to come in the United States and Europe.
These will restrain women, turn them to square one again, and effectively, any
meaningful progress will be lost. The means to get there is to misuse and
disrespect freedoms and balances that exist today.
I'll illustrate this paradox now. We know that Jews and Muslims love crushing the
feminine spirit in everyday. The social group that hasn't done this in the world
tend to be Whites. However, the Jews and Jewesses of the Feminist movement,
motivate Women to attack Whites because of lack of information. This destroys
the last frontier of potential defense of Women in case the Jews and Muslims
wanted to impose female failure and disappearance, as Women can't exactly
defend themselves on these subjects on their own.
These lies have worked on women because they don't exercise their rights to look
into matters deeply but rather many accept to go by hearsay.
This has been the reality in the Jewish world for centuries, but is not the reality in
every other place of the world. This hasn't got to do with the case of bad behavior
by a bad man, towards a random woman, on a personal basis [such as a bad
relationship that is totally normal and can happen to anyone at some point of
their life] but by the foundational idea that women are nothing but essentially
slaves.
The same principle of "Women being slaves", in the case of the mind of the
enemy, translates to "Goyim women are not to be free, but to be slaves than
anyone else". As such, modern women are not exempt from toils of wage slavery
or any other form of slaver, and women and children are not exempt from
gruesome and exploitative circumstances as it has been attempted to, in the case
of good men, to construct a society that protects women from this.
Because of the present progression of mankind, and it's production model [which
implies people have their social value as mostly consumers of produced goods
and to what degree they take part into the consumption game] the women are

nowadays required to produce a maximum amount of profit and a maximum
amount of consumption of products.
This comes at a maximum amount of lack of personal time and personal freedom
of women, which think they are moving towards greater freedom the more they
engage in this. Within the context of the modern world, this can mean some
independence and some "empowerment", but observed from another viewpoint,
one is essentially not only not "Free", but might as well be just another wage
slave, that doesn't really have any time to go after the so many promised
"personal goals".
Women due to such excessive lack of time, never really develop their inner
feminine qualities, many of which are developed away from strenuous and
torturous work, let alone other aspects which can come after a choice, like a
family. Not all women enjoy to be forced into becoming part of brutal working
labor, that is a fact. Many would rather they were elsewhere, and there are also
large groups of women who are left without a voice in society, such as women
who want to be mothers and find husbands.
Instead, all that we listen to about "Female problems" is just some Kim
Kardashian tier of crap, while, ironically, even Kim Kardashian has children and
has followed the family model after she understood that her previous way of
going about things may not be the total purpose of her life. I am sure now she has
found newfound purpose in walking the route that she does. Other women who
wouldn't have a family but would gain from indirectly seeing this from friends or
others, and feeling part of a community, are also exempt from this experience
when the general conditions of having families are restrained.
Think for example how many people can't open households due to merely money
issues. The lovers exist, the love exists, the desire to have children exists, but
money is lacking. This problem in the Western World is totally alien, reptilian and
artificial, and is carefully created to be that way, to ruin birthrates.
Lastly, I wanted to touch on the aspect of children. It is alien and reptilian that our
society has reached a point where Children, ie, the most beautiful and miraculous
presence of this world, are seen as of lesser value, of lesser citizens, or not as a

viable goal for human beings. Having children is a really high tier of a goal, and is
not only in consistency with nature, but in consistency with inner desires.
This is preposterous and child exploitation and many other completely foreign
and alien ideals, are also based on this "not care, not give a fuck" mentality about
the most fragile human beings of the globe which are children. Women have half
the responsibility if not more in safeguarding a standard for children worldwide.
Doing stupid stuff like expanding Islam isn't going to benefit children or girls
worldwide, so leave the stupidity about "Universalism and Inclusion and how we
must accept everything" to the side. There are things that women can use their
power to NOT accept and NOT allow our world to end up into a chaotic cesspool.
Back to the instincts of motherhood, not all women may have this instinct, but a
large majority tends to have it. These may come and go however depending on
programming, but despite of how much one has been programed, and more so
than everyone, modern women, many of these desires can erupt from the very
fabric of the feminine soul itself. If these don't happen to get out in direct
motherhood, ie, having children, these remain a viable and very natural and
positive inclination women. These can manifest in becoming a teacher, a medical
student, or in some other field that deals with children.
Misappropriation of this instinct can be seen in the big irony that some Women
frown upon motherhood, but they go play the mommies to children in some 3rd
world country, or how they frown upon White masculinity, but are always ready
to engage in a trip in some third world country on the goal to find a male for a
temporal relationship. These are not only hypocritical for women that do these
things, but highlight a point that many women have been lost in the brainwashing
apparatus, and better and cleverer women are to take the reins and bring them
back in order, for the sake of the Gods, for the sake of womanhood, and for the
very survival of our species.
I am open to any meaningful discussion and I hope that this has highlighted some
factors for help and general development.
May the Goddesses be the guides in that regeneration.
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